
Editorial by Atanga Celestin 

Dear Cameroonians and Friends of Cameroon 

As we look forward to the burial of Mr. Pius Njawe (publisher of a Cameroonian French 

language daily newspaper) who died as a result of a ghastly motor accident in the United 

States of America on July 12, 2010, I wish to comment about what took him to the United 

States . He was there to attend a Conference organised by a faction of a Cameroonian pressure 

group known as the Cameroon Diaspora for Change (CAMDIAC).  

It should be recalled that just when CAMDIAC was created, its founding members like 

Messrs Jonathan Awasom, Nelson Bame, Tagne Jean Bosco, Bedzigui Celestin, Howard 

Njeck, just to mention a few, started disagreeing on its modus operandi. There were 

dismissals and counter-dismissals from both factions. They finally split into 2 CAMDIACs. 

Messrs Bedzigui, Njeck and Tagne began operating under the banner of CAMDIAC–USA, 

while their former colleagues, Messrs Awasom and Bame used the name CAMDIAC–INC. 

As the fight for leadership was on, both factions were making concerted efforts to organize a 

conference claiming to rally the opposition political leaders, the civil society and religious 

leaders for a conference in the United States.  

When it became abundantly clear that reconciliation was impossible, CAMDIAC-USA seeing 

itself as the “real” CAMDIAC hurriedly convened a conference in Washington DC for July 

12, 2010. They must have reasoned that convening the conference was going to give 

legitimacy to their own faction of CAMDIAC. To make sure that their conference 

“succeeded,” they provided air tickets for their guests from Cameroon . It is on this premise 

that Messrs Pius Njawe, Adamou Ndam Njoya, Hameni Bieleu, Mboua Massock, just to 

mention a few, went to the United States. On the other hand, CAMDIAC–USA failed to 

convince the National Chairman of the Social Democratic Front (SDF), Ni John Fru Ndi to 

attend their July 12 Conference. 

Who were the organizers, guests and their objectives of the unfortunate Washington DC 

gathering? Firstly, Mr. Tagne Jean Bosco is one of those who prided himself to have 

personally paid Mr. Njawe‟s air ticket to the U.S. Even though, a French-speaking 

Cameroonian, he is mostly on the English-speaking e-groups. His purpose, as I have observed 

for years, is to fight and destroy all the pressure groups fighting for the autonomy of Southern 

Cameroons . After having been severally educated on the Southern Cameroon Problem, Mr. 

Tagne has repeatedly refused to acknowledge the existence of the problem. When you differ 

with him, you become his enemy. 

One of those who had been instrumental in the creation of CAMDIAC is Mr. Njeck Howard. 

As one of the moderators of one the Southern Cameroons National Councils (SCNC) e-

groups, he was told by the SCNC officials that he could not be embracing two diametrically 

opposing views. Moreover, they found it difficult to see Mr. Njeck romancing with Mr. Tagne 

who opposes the SCNC than Mr. Biya as he (Mr. Tagne) claimed to be politically at variance 

with. According to the SCNC officials in North America , Mr. Njeck betrayed the cause and 

so was relieved of his function within the SCNC. 

As for Mr. Bedzigui, he is a traitor of the first order. During the second week of campaigns 

leading to October 11, 1992 presidential election, Messrs Bedzigui, Koumbin Bilitik, 

Gregoire Owona, etc., lied to the world that they had discovered secret plans that the 



Candidate of the Union for Change would kill their top Beti brethren in the public service and 

the military if he wins the then presidential election. After helping Mr. Biya to steal the 

people‟s victory, he later fell apart with him and became an “opposant.” He started making 

sporadic noise. As if that was not enough, five years later, Mr. Bedzigui allied with the 

National Union for Democracy and Progress (NUDP) of Mr. Bello Bouba Maigari who was 

strengthening an alliance with Mr. Biya which he lost out to Messrs Issa Tchiroma and 

Ahmadou Moustapha in 1992. That time (in 1992) Mr. Maigari got the post of Minister of 

State for Industrial Development while Mr. Bedzigui got that of Monsieur le Directeur 

Général de la Sacherie (a polythene bag production company) based in Douala . Not too sure 

of himself, the survival of the alliance and regime, it is said Mr. Bedzigui misappropriated and 

embezzled money from Sacherie. Just as the noose was tightening around him, he sneaked out 

of the country and entered the United States .  

I had earlier menti0ned those who honoured the invitations to the U.S. Who are they and what 

do they represent as political leaders of opposition political parties? I will begin with Mayor 

Adamou Ndam Njoya. He is a prince of the Foumban sultanate. He created the Cameroon 

Democratic Union (CDU) after the SDF had paved the way for the return of multi-party 

politics in Cameroon on May 26, 1990. They (the CDU) like the SDF boycotted the first-ever 

multi-party parliamentary elections of 1
st
 March 1992 following popular demand at the time. 

We can fairly say the CDU is an opposition party because they have not so far allied or 

involved themselves in one way or the other with the Cameroon People‟s Democratic 

Movement (CPDM) ruling party. However, because of the unattractive nature of his party and 

his idiosyncrasies, Mayor Ndam Njoya and the CDU have not succeeded to go beyond the 

Noun Division. So, it won‟t be an overstatement to say that the CDU has not really suffered 

from rigging like the SDF. From 1997, Mr. Ndam Njoya has been Mayor and Parliamentarian 

of Foumban. At the beginning of 2007 in the current legislature, Mr. Ndam Njoya (like Mme 

Francois Foning) was asked to choose between Parliamentarian and Mayor. He went for the 

latter. Before then, he had carefully inserted his wife‟s name as his alternate. So, when he 

„vacated‟ the parliamentary seat, it came back to him through his wife. Will I be wrong to say 

that Mayor Ndam Njoya is the political Sultan of the Bamoums while Hon. Mrs Ndam Njoya 

is that Sultana? So, it is either them or no one else! Worse still, when Messrs Sanda Oumarou, 

Hogbe Nlend and Issa Tchiroma announced that Mr. Ndam Njoya had been “chosen” by the 

Coalition of Opposition Parties to be their “candidat unique de l’opposition” in 2004, he 

(Ndam Njoya) ran to celebrate his “victory” in France . If he was truly a politician with his 

ears to the ground, he ought to have known that Cameroonians are longing for the end of this 

“special relationship” Ahidjo had and Biya is still having with France . He also needs to 

understand that we are not just fighting for true democracy, but we are also fighting for the 

true independence of Cameroun .  

That aside, it is no longer news  when the French National Team is playing any other team, 

most Cameroonians as well as other French former colonies in Africa support the opposing 

team. I happened not to have watched the last match between France and South Africa during 

the last World Cup. I however observed the shouts and applauses whenever South Africa 

scored a goal.  

And so for anyone to be seeking favours from France is directly campaigning against his 

person. Any other Cameroonian should know that Mr. Biya will be our last “meilleur élève de 

François Mitterand” or any other French President. As I am writing, Mr. Biya hasn‟t been 

seen since July 14 march-past in Paris regardless of the fact that “thieves broke into the well-

guarded building of his Minister‟s of Finance office and stole over 700 millions francs CFA.” 



He reappeared on the screen of CRTV as having returned to Cameroon last Friday, July 30, 

2010. 

Many people referred to Mr. Mboua Massock as the father of ghost towns of the 1990s. He 

too is one of those that have his own political party amongst the over 200 we currently count 

in Cameroon . Most parties and his too are on paper. He has recently been carrying out some 

political actions that need to be encouraged. He had undertaken a nationwide campaign 

against ELECAM. For fear of a repeat of 1991 ghost town operation during the February 

2008 strike action, the forces of law and order kidnapped and dumped him in the outskirt of 

Douala . Since he was badly tortured by the Biya oligarchy in the 1990s during the ghost 

towns era, some people believed that the treatment meted on his person caused him to be a bit 

non compos mentis. Nevertheless, he has all along been against French neo-colonialism in 

Cameroon . 

A lot of people would be asking to know what happened to Mr. Hameni Bieleu, leader of the 

Union of Democratic Forces of Cameroon (UFDC). He has not been heard or seen except this 

event that led to the death of Mr. Pius Njawe. Is he coming out of political retirement? That 

aside, Mr. Hameni was a top member of the Union for Change as well as a close confidant of 

its candidate Ni John Fru Ndi. A lot of people urged him to join the SDF, but he refused to 

heed to the advice. On the other hand, it was rumoured in 1995 that Mr. Hameni met the then 

French Ambassador to Cameroon Mr. Yves Omnes when he was visiting traditional rulers of 

the West Province in their respective palaces. Ambassador Omnes went to the West to 

dissuade those traditional rulers from supporting the SDF. As earlier said, he also used the 

visit to advise Mr. Hameni to distance himself from the SDF and the person of Ni John Fru 

Ndi. Whether Mr. Hameni heeded to the advice is another issue anyway. However, his 

encounter with the French Ambassador surely changed his perception of the SDF and its 

leadership. 

And so, when the SDF was bracing for the 1996 municipal elections, Mr. Hameni told the 

SDF leadership that elections should be “provincialised,” that is, the SDF should compete in 

the North West and his UFDC party should be allowed to fill candidates in the West Province 

. When reminded that the SDF was created to conquer the nooks and crannies of Cameroon , 

not just the North West as he wanted, he began an overt anti-SDF and Fru Ndi campaigns. It 

failed woefully! He couldn‟t win a single parliamentary seat or a municipal council in his 

Haut Nkam division of origin. From then on, he became politically insignificant; he declined 

to a point whereby he is seldom being mentioned these days as a political party leader.  

Another member of the “opposition” who was said to have gone to the United States to launch 

his party was Mr. Bernard Muna. He is a well-known shifty and controversial figure on the 

Cameroonian political scene. To begin with, Mr. Muna joined the SDF in 1991 when the SDF 

was augmenting its file to reapply for authorization since the December 1990 law on freedom 

of association replaced that of 1967. He unsuccessfully ran for the SDF primaries of the 1992 

presidential election. When those elections were declared in favour of Mr. Biya and a state of 

emergency imposed on the North West , Mr. Muna, an SDF National Campaign Manager was 

openly hobnobbing with the very people who deprived his party flag bearer the status of first 

citizen of Cameroon . He drove in and out of Bamenda accompanied by the law enforcement 

officers throughout the duration of the state of emergency. He was even urging Ni John Fru 

Ndi to denounce violence. Unfortunately, for him, Ni John did not denounce violence as he 

never called for any form of destruction wherever. In 1993, people started becoming jitterier 

about him and when he granted an interview in Jeune Afrique Economie condemning Ni John 



Fru Ndi for “sending children out to be killed because he (Ni John) wants to be President at 

all cost.” The Cameroon Radio and Television as well as Cameroon Tribune used the 

interview to deride the party. The SDF hierarchy met and examined his past misdeeds, the 

said interview and resolved to strip him of his position of National Campaign Manager.  

Having been stripped of his post as National Campaign Manager of the SDF Mr. Muna 

declared then that he was non-partisan and created the United Africa Association (UNAFAS). 

He said during its launching (with former President Kenneth Kaunda in attendance) that his 

association is aimed at uniting all Africans. Surprisingly, UNAFAS that was created to “unite 

Africa ” disappeared just after that launching and nothing has been heard about it till date. 

Two days (in 1996) before the first-ever multi-party municipal elections, Mr. Muna resigned 

from the SDF. Again, CRTV and Cameroon Tribune made much noise about it hoping that 

his resignation from the SDF was going to help the CPDM party. It did not. The SDF won 

everywhere! The Biya oligarchy decided and gave them 62 councils. Even those declared for 

the SDF such as Yaounde 2 and 5 were violently confiscated by the regime throughout the 5-

year mandate.  

Someone has argued in favour of Mr. Muna‟s inopportuned resignation from the SDF. He 

said that he needed to do it so as to pick up an international job. I strongly disagree with him 

because his well-publicised resignation was intended to harm the SDF in the heat of those 

campaigns. If he loved the SDF as he was claiming at the time and needed to pick up an 

international job, he would have quietly done so.  

That said, during the first mandate of the President George W. Bush, we remember that the 

Sate Department under Secretary Powell and the Defense Department under Donald Rumsfeld 

were at loggerheads. It even eavesdropped that Messrs Powell and Rumsfeld were not on 

talking terms. In course of the struggle of who matter most, Secretary of State Powell 

discovered that President Bush was leaning toward the Defense Secretary. He stayed on and 

resigned just after President Bush had secured a second mandate. Secretary Powell only stated 

in his resignation letter that he had had too much of public life and would now want to stay 

with his family after over 30 years of public service. 

What did we learn from Secretary Powell? I learnt that we can disagree but without being 

disagreeable! In other words, Secretary Powell did teach us that we as individuals can 

disagree but we must not destroy the nation – the United States of America . Thus, if Mr. 

Muna had good faith, he would not have intentionally humiliated the SDF at that particular 

moment in time.  

If one has to keep talking about Mr. Ben Muna or the Munas, it will be endless; I must 

however add that the late father of veteran journalist Boh Herbert refused to join the SDF 

because when he went to attend an SDF rally in Njinikom in 1991, he saw a Muna amongst 

the SDF delegation from Bamenda. This is what he said, “Me again with another Muna, no 

way!” He left the rally venue before time and finally departed from this world without joining 

the SDF. 

With all these, a lot of Cameroonians especially those of French expression have finally 

discovered who Mr. Bernard Muna is. That is why he could only attract averagely 30 people 

during his 2 or so town halls meetings in the U.S. It is the same thing here in Cameroon .  

When Mr. Christopher Fomunyoh got the position he is occupying at the National Democratic 



Institute (NDI) for International Affairs, a large majority of Cameroonians were very excited 

owing to the fact that NDI had monitored the 11 October 1992 presidential elections. Their 

report was summarized as thus, “The election was designed to fail.” With this track record 

of NDI, many Cameroonians expected Dr. Fumunyoh to use his position at NDI to press 

harder for genuine electoral reforms to be effected in Cameroon . What have we so far seen? 

Nothing! All we see is that he has presidential ambitions? 

I won‟t go into the “unknown difficulties” he may be operating under as a Cameroonian. 

What surprises me is that when there is a presidential election in Cameroon , one start hearing 

of Dr. Fomunyoh. We heard about him in 2004; we are hearing about him now as 2011 is fast 

approaching. Those flattering him would say that “he’s bilingual and has international 

connections” but won‟t say what he has done or is doing with his “international 

connections” to put pressure on the Biya oligarchy to effect meaningful changes in 

Cameroon, especially genuine and internationally accepted electoral reforms.  

Having said that, no one is against the presidential ambitions of a Cameroonian; he or she 

however must know the terrain very well, before he or she starts something. As it stands, Dr. 

Christopher Fomunyoh belongs to no political party to the best of my knowledge. I have also 

not heard about any civil society group marketing his candidacy. As a presidential aspirant, 

Dr. Fomunyoh ought to know that there is an article in the Cameroon electoral law pertaining 

to presidential elections that a candidate must reside in Cameroon at least a year before 

conduct of the elections. So, if Mr. Biya were to precipitate presidential elections in August 

2011, Dr. Fomunyoh is disqualified. With all these impediments and couple with the fact that 

ELECAM/MINATD‟s sole objective is to perpetuate Mr. Biya‟s life presidency, how then 

does Dr. Christopher Fomunyoh hope to be president of Cameroon ? 

Lastly, Mr. Pius Njawe departed this world in faraway America ; he lost his life on a mission 

he undertook without really knowing the organizers and their objectives. He was a reputed 

publisher and journalist not only in Cameroon , but also in Africa and the world. It could be 

said that his paper “le Messager” is the oldest existing privately-own newspaper in Cameroon 

. Mr. Njawe created it in 1979. It has gone through thick and thin under the Ahidjo benevolent 

dictatorship and the Biya oligarchy.  

Mr. Njawe and Le Messager were very active in the 1990‟s leading to the reintroduction of 

multi-party politics. The Biya oligarchy dragged him and his paper to court for publishing 

seditious material. For fear of popular uprising, they were discharged and acquitted.   Le 

Messager became very popular with their sales skyrocketing. This let to the creation of an 

English version called The Messenger with Mr. Hillary Kehbila Forkum as its editor-in-

chief. I vividly remember the popular column “The Gospel” by Hillary Kehbila Forkum. The 

Messenger grew from strength to strength and soon became the voice of the people with the 

English-speaking people of Cameroon . It championed the federal option as resolved by the 

1993 All Anglophone Conference (AAC) held at Mount Mary , Buea. On its part, the Biya 

oligarchy fought The Messenger via censorship. Articles were expunged in most of its weekly 

editions.  

All was going on well with The Messenger. Mr. Njawe became an endearing figure within the 

English-speaking people. This enticed him a lot and he started granting interviews in The 

Messenger. In one of those interviews he said he was opposed to federalism. As a solution to 

the unitary state, he proposed decentralization. He did not define decentralization and how it 

will function as well as how it would solve the Southern Cameroonian Problem as elucidated 



in the Buea AAC declaration. He further commented on the federal system of governance and 

finally equated it to secession.  

Furthermore, when the SDF finally opted for a 4-state federal system with a Federal Capital 

Territory , Mr. Njawe and Le Messager started anti-SDF campaigns. It did not just end on 

federalism; the anti-SDF propaganda went on a high scale. In an interview granted a local 

newspaper, the Chairman chided chicken-hearted politicians who could not withstand teargas, 

etc. Mr. Njawe and Le Messager poorly translated chicken-hearted leaders to “Les Petit 

Leaders.” They used that bad translation to castigate the SDF and its Chairman for 

condescending on some featherweight politicians. Thereon, any move undertaken by the SDF 

was negatively questioned by Le Messager. Some people started questioning Mr. Njawe and 

Le Messager‟s motives. Others asked whether they were another political party or working for 

some interest groups. Others also opined that people should pay less attention to what Le 

Messager was writing and allowed their readers to judge them. In all this brouhaha, The 

Messenger disappeared and finally died. 

Base on the foregoing, Le Messager did not hesitate to provide ample space for Mr. Bernard 

Muna to use so as to snatch the leadership of the SDF. One of its journalists Mr. Azebaze 

Gustave was Muna‟s point man at Le Messager. If you didn‟t hear in a certain Radio Tiemeni 

Siantou (RTS) FM in Yaounde , you will certainly read it in Le Messager that the “Mfoundi 

High Court has given the SDF to Mr. Bernard Muna.” On the other side, a certain Brice 

Nitcheu was carrying out demonstrations (in London ) for Ni John Fru Ndi to be arrested and 

jailed for masterminding the killing of Gregoire Diboule. All these were published in Le 

Messager. It sales dropped drastically. Le Messager‟s credibility and that of its publisher 

became seriously damaged. In a belated move to save his image and that of his newspaper, 

Mr. Njawe sacked Mr. Azebaze. The paper started toning down its anti-SDF rhetoric.  

That was the Njawe I knew before the tragic car crash while on his way from Washington DC 

to Virginia . He was an opinion leader in his own right. Just like any human being that is far 

from being perfect, he did all he could to move the country forward. We owe him a lot; the 

most being the permanent fight for press freedom and true democracy in Cameroon .  

May his soul rest in perfect peace as we shall all meet to part no more!  

Let‟s come back to the July 12 gathering in Washington DC . I have sufficiently spoken about 

the organizers and the participants. Like in any gathering, call it seminar, workshop, 

conference, etc. they must be resolutions or recommendations. So far, we have not seen 

anything. They are certainly hiding under the impression that they (the organizers) are still 

mourning Mr. Njawe. Isn‟t it but appropriate for the Njawe‟s family and Cameroonians to 

know what he went to do and died in the United States ?  

That aside, those who went to the US and those who reside in the US and attended the 

conference were all political hitchhikers. They (from Cameroon ) only profited from the free 

tickets provided for the purpose. First of all, they represent almost nothing except Mayor 

Ndam Njoya. Secondly, they have no political convictions, ideologies, etc. Are they rightists, 

centrists of leftists parties? What do any if not all of them stand for as different from the Biya 

oligarchy? If you mention federalism as the way forward, most, if not all of them will say they 

are for decentralization. And if you ask further the difference between federalism and 

decentralization, they will end up saying nothing. Thirdly, we are told that the “opposition 

leaders” at the July 12 gathering were proposing themselves as “candidat unique de 



l’opposition pour les elections de 2011.”  

Dear Cameroonians 

No right-thinking Cameroonian would still be talking about “candidat unique de 

l’opposition” after 18 years of persistent electoral banditry perpetrated by the Biya oligarchy. 

The issue is not about the candidate; it is about an electoral system that has been designed and 

constantly perfected to maintain Mr. Biya in power. After many years of unending 

condemnation, they created the National Elections Observatory (ONEL). When ONEL failed 

woefully, they hesitated and came up with what the called Elections Cameroon (ELECAM). 

Without ending there, they single-handedly appointed its members who are frontline CPDM 

members and their sympathizers. When it done on them that ELECAM will handle the 

electoral process from registration to voting and compilation of the results (the results have to 

be sent to a yet-to-be Constitutional Council for proclamation), they reasoned that their 

“CPDM former members” and their sympathizers manning ELECAM may be intimidated into 

doing a good job. They had to bring in the old and trusted MINATD.  

As we speak, the Director General of ELECAM Mr. Mohaman Sani Tanimou has just 

completed the installations of Regional, Divisional and Sub-divisional delegates. At all his 

stopovers, he told his delegates that, “vous ne devez recevoir d’instructions et d’injonctions 

de qui ce soit. Vous devez mettre en congé votre appartenance lointaine á un parti et votre 

présence des meetings ne sera plus tolérée.” This message from Mr. Tanimou further 

jeopardizes the credibility palaver which his electoral body has been suffering since its 

creation and their own appointment. First and foremost, the appointments of these ELECAM 

delegates were surreptitious just as theirs. No one knows the criteria used in selecting them; 

perhaps it was based on their belonging to a party said to be “le parti proche au povoir.” Just 

like Mr. Tanimou, all of them will be taking instructions from those who appointed them. 

They can only deceive themselves that they will be “impartial and independent.”  

On July 28, one of these delegates representing the Centre Region said on Morning Safari 

that they will soon begin manual registration of voters before August 15, 2010. He urged 

citizens of voting age to go to all Sub-divisional delegation of ELECAM in the Centre Region 

with their ID cards. They will immediately be issued receipts as proves of having registered. 

Paradoxically, he said these same receipts cannot be used during voting if the voter card is not 

found. It means that the sad experiences of the past are in full force again. Worse still, 

ELECAM has ONLY one office in a Sub-division. It means, for example, that a place like 

Santa voters have to leave Pinyin, Baforchu, Awing, etc., to come and register in Santa. Also, 

a Sub-division like Douala 5 with over a million inhabitants, its voters will have to like up and 

be registered in a single ELECAM office with a staff of about 7.    

These are clear indicators that ELECAM will fail and woefully so! In other words, if you do 

not plan, you are planning to fail. On the other hand, this goes to also prove that Mr. Biya 

cannot conduct elections and be defeated! Like the NDI in 1992, the Justice and Peace 

Commission of the Catholic Church after monitoring the 2004 presidential elections 

summed it up in a few words that, “The Sovereignty of the Cameroonian People at 

Stake.”  In like manner, after observing the July 2007 twin (parliamentary and municipal) 

elections, the Embassies of the United States of America, the Netherlands and the High 

Commissioner of Great Britain came out with a join press statement that the elections were 

a “missed opportunity” which the Cameroon Government would have used to move the 

democratic process forward. 



With all these, no one can win an election which Mr. Biya is a candidate. If you choose a 

“candidat unique” amongst the formidable trio of former South African President Nelson 

Mandela, U.S. President Barack Obama and Pope Benedict XVI to run against Biya with 

the present constituted ELECAM/MINATD in charge, Mr. Biya will mercilessly “thrash” 

them. After weighing all these, it is needless to say that we should change this candidate 

because he has tried it many times and bring in “some fresh blood” to have a try. The issue is 

not a “new” or an “old” candidate, but an electoral system that is consistently and persistently 

perfected being to maintain the status quo. Therefore, Mr. Coffee will suffer the fate that has 

befallen Mr. Cocoa all these years.   

Strangely and justifiable so, Mr. Fonkam Azu‟u, Board Chairman of ELECAM is not being 

mentioned anywhere as far as the day-to-day running of ELECAM is concern. It is not 

unconnected to the fact that his role is more or less ceremonial. He is just like the self-

declared handicapped, former Prime Minister Achidi Achu who is a Board Chairman of the 

National Investment Corporation (SNI). The only difference between both men is that one is 

resident in Santa and the other is in Yaounde . Knowing all this, Mr. Fonkam (who on several 

occasions has boasted to be an insider of the oligarchy) is still trying to give the impression 

that he has a say in the management of ELECAM. 

In sum, Cameroonians of good faith should distance themselves from those who distract them 

with this deceptive notion of “candidat unique de l’opposition.” Of paramount importance 

now to the people of Cameroon as I see it, should be the replacement of ELECAM with a 

genuine consensual body that will conduct elections from registration to proclamation of 

results. This can be got if all of us come together and put more pressure on the Biya oligarchy.  

Meanwhile, the unwitting behaviour of the oligarchy‟s Minister of Communication, Mr. Issa 

Tchiroma and also ELECAM‟s unrealistic modus operandi may help terminate the oligarchy 

sooner than expected. In reaction to criticisms that Mr. Biya is an absentee president, Mr. 

Tchiroma denounced “les medias estranges” for trying to destabilise the oligarchy; he also 

lectured Cameroonian journalists on patriotism and told them to be patriotic. Addressing the 

issue of Mr. Biya‟s never-ending “bref sejour en Europe ” during his “guarded news 

conference” of July 30, he said like in the past that wherever Mr. Biya is, he‟s still governing. 

Another sad part of the “guarded news conference” was the fact that no journalist of English 

expression was on the panel. It has always been like that. It further added credence to fact that 

Cameroon has been/is “officially” bilingual but practical monolingual – the French language 

being the language of business.  On their part, ELECAM is heading towards an unknown 

direction. Their acts, as already stated above, are pointing to this assertion.  

A little bit of effort from a well-organised populace will end the Biya oligarchy even before 

October 2011. It is possible. We all remember the February 2008 strike action which was very 

successful for the first time in Yaounde . The SDF did beat well-armed security forces on 

May 20
th

 especially in Yaounde and matched with their anti-government placards.  

Thank you for reading! 

Celes 

 

"My friend's friend can be my friend, but my friend's enemy should not necessarily be 

my enemy." ~Celestin Atanga~ 



  

"The smallest deed is better than the biggest intention." ~Achu Raymond~  
  

"God draws a straight line in a crooked way." ~Professor Victor Anomah Ngu~ 

  

"There is no chance, no destiny, no fate, that can circumvent or hinder or control the 

firm resolve of a determined soul." 

      ~Ella Wheeler Wilcox~ 

  
 


